Middlecreek Valley Antique Association Inc.
Membership Meeting

Date held: February 14, 2012

Began: 7:33 PM

Mike Lessman Presiding

There were 14 members in attendance.
Secretary’s report was read and the following additions were made: April 22nd is SCTPA test and
tune event with the rain date being April 29th and Midd Penn Garden Tractor Pullers will also be
pulling on May 27th and June 23rd.
Secretary’s report was accepted as read and amended, motion by: Perry Aitkin, 2nd by: Kenny
Frymoyer, Motion carried.
Amount in the bank: $9,106.90

CD: $11,068.93

Treasurer’s report accepted as read, motion by: Ira Lessman, 2nd by: Ray Hummel, Motion
carried.

Old Business:

Discussed the spring and fall brochure estimates and how many
brochures we should get. The estimates include pricing for 5000 and 2500 brochures. It would
cost around $1,598.25 for 5000 spring show brochures and $1,260.50 for 2500 spring show
brochures. The fall show brochures would be around $485.50 for 2500 and $823.25 for 5000
brochures. These prices do not include shipping. It was mentioned that we would like to
distribute the fall show brochures at the spring show. After discussion, Perry Aitkin made a
motion to get 2500 Spring show brochures and 5000 Fall show brochures, 2nd by: Mahlon Boop,
Motion carried.
It was mentioned that when the weather gets better, we will need to start work on the track
side food stand to make it bigger. Brad Bingaman has some supplies ordered, we will just need
the trusses. It was suggested that we should just make our own trusses. It was also mentioned
that we are getting enough shingles to do the whole roof.
Discussed getting potatoes for the track side food stand for making fries.
It was mentioned that frying oil is now around $27.00. We will need to get some oil. It was
suggested that we should see if Heimbach’s Store can get frying oil and how much it would be.

It was also mentioned that we will need more sausage for sausage sandwiches. Last year we
did 3 hogs. This year there will be more demand for it because of the track side stand being
open for the garden tractor pulls as well. It was suggested that we should do 4 hogs this year
and cure more bacon too. We will need to come up with a date to do it.
The Grace Covenant Community Church is reserved for December 8th for the Christmas
Banquet.
Discussed making scrapple again. It was suggested that we make the scrapple and the sausage
at the same time. After discussion, it was decided to go with March 2 nd and 3rd.
Todd Willow asked if we were going to do any advertising on the restaurant TV’s this year?
Todd also mentioned that there is a new radio station in the area (90.1 & 90.5) that plays
gospel music that we could look into advertising with. It was also mentioned that they run on
donations.
Discussed the BBQ pit. We need to know how big to make it. To be able to fit 4 racks the pit
would need to be around 4’ by 18’ and the roof would be 20’ long and 12’ wide.
Mike Lessman mentioned that we will need to get the track side food stand done and a new
water line run to it before the spring show. We are looking at putting in two frost free
hydrants, one on each side of the announcers stand.

New Business:

Discussed new fundraiser ideas for the Association since we are no longer
doing the basket bingos. Some suggestions are: Doing the Hoss’s Fundraiser Nights, doing a
Vera Bradley or American Girl bingos and doing a gun and money raffle. It was suggested that if
we would do a gun raffle, we could have a camping weekend along with a meal for those who
purchase tickets and we could give away 25 guns throughout the day. We would need to find a
gun shop that would work with us. It was suggested that we could set up a stand at other
shows and sell the tickets. We then discussed the meal. The meal would be simple, hotdogs,
hamburgers, baked bean and macaroni salad. A good time to do this might be sometime in
September. These ideas will all need to be discussed further.

At 9:08 PM, Kenny Frymoyer made a motion to adjourn, 2nd by Ira Lessman, Motion carried.

Respectfully submitted by Michael Clark, Secretary

